2003 Aston Martin DB7 Vantage
Lot sold

USD 27 600 - 31 740
GBP 20 000 - 23 000 (listed)

Year of manufacture
Mileage
Gearbox
Chassis number
Lot number

2003
41 000 mi /
65 984 km
Automatic
SCFAB12313K303892
368

Drive

RHD

Condition

Used

Location
Exterior colour

Other

Car type

Other

Engine number

AM2/03958

Exterior brand colour

Silver

Description
You can now book a one to one appointment (up to one hour) to view this lot at our central location
between the 16th and 30th July. Please contact Arwel Richards on 07434 960868 or
arwel@silverstoneauctions.com to secure your appointment or to discuss the car in more detail.The
health and safety of both our customers and team remains the utmost priority, we are therefore
operating to strict COVID-19 guidelines and full instructions for arrival and inspection protocols will be
given when making your appointment.Supplied by Grange Aston Martin of Essex in Stronsay Silver
with Pacific Blue leatherThis automatic Vantage was registered to the first of three owners on the
12/05/2003Our vendor bought the car in 2015 from marque specialist Nicholas Mee & CoThe service
book is well stamped with a mix of main dealer and specialistsPart of the Generation GT Collection, a
carefully curated selection of Aston CoupesThe history file includes invoices, build sheets, purchase
receipts and the service bookThe mileage is some 40,650 (atoc) and the car was serviced less than
1,000 miles agoAt this estimate this cracking DB7 Vantage is the perfect entry-level modern
classicAston Martin introduced the long-awaited Vantage version of their successful DB7 in 1999.
Sporting a Cosworth-designed, 5.9-litre V12 producing a creamy 420bhp, the car was super-quick and
was electronically limited to 185mph. The V12 had a serious appetite for air compared to its 6cylinder predecessor, demanding a larger intake and other modifications to the frontal airflow were
made to aid cooling. Other changes included chassis and braking upgrades to cope with the
increased performance, and Ian Callum enlarged the grille, added fog lamps, and restyled the
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valances to give the car a more purposeful look.This superb example of the V12 Vantage with a silky
smooth automatic gearbox was supplied by Grange Aston Martin of Essex in Stronsay Silver with
Pacific Blue leather interior. It has been enjoyed by three previous owners and the service records
indicate some nine services. The current MOT is valid until the 10th June 2021 and the car is
accompanied by the original green leather owner's guide including the service records, build sheet,
purchase receipt, the V5cand invoices supporting the current mileage of just over 40,650 and a spare
key.Front-engined, V12 Grand Tourers have seen mounting interest from enthusiasts over the last
few years and this impressively presented DB7 Vantage with its ageless looks, sophisticated colour
combination, service history and sensible "driver's" mileage, seems remarkable value for money and
the perfect car for the first time modern-classic buyer.
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